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Jamie's Food Tube: The Family Cookbook Kerryann Dunlop 2015-07-02 The Family Cookbook, a
selection of 50 hearty, everyday recipes, from Food Tube's own Kerryann Dunlop. 'Kerryann is a big
character with a tone and style that's warm, motherly and gentle - with these recipes and her thrifty
family tips and tricks, you'll have a bunch of recipes that'll serve you well for years to come' - Jamie
Oliver Kerryann's no-nonsense approach to creating comforting family meals show that it's not hard to
eat delicious food on a tight budget. She also has plenty of tips and tricks to get the most out of fresh,
simple ingredients. Her simple twists on meat, ﬁsh and veg classics include: - Homemade Fish Fingers
and Minty Smashed Peas - Potato, Chickpea and Cauliﬂower Curry - Lamb Chops with Aubergine Salad
and Cucumber and Mint Yoghurt
Two Greedy Italians Antonio Carluccio 2013-03-01 Containing over 100 mouthwatering recipes, this
book goes beyond the cliches to reveal real Italian food, as cooked by real Italians."
Gennaro's Passione Gennaro Contaldo 2017-07-13 A glorious update of a modern classic – full of colourful
recipes that evoke Italian life at its most enticing, Passione is the story of Gennaro Contaldo’s upbringing
in Italian food and will teach you to cook like a true Italian. Born just metres away from the sea on Italy’s
stunning Amalﬁ coast, Gennaro learnt from his father how to seek out wild food – free-diving for oysters,
foraging for wild mushrooms and missing school to go ﬁshing. This adventurous spirit lived on throughout
Gennaro’s career in food and was what went on to inspire Jamie Oliver to call Gennaro his ‘London dad’.
It was summed up here in this ﬁrst, glorious collection of his favourite Italian recipes, originally published
in 2003. Lovingly restored and updated for the modern kitchen, this new edition of this classic book
features photographs from Gennaro’s childhood alongside stunning food and travel photography. Over
100 recipes, full of delightful personal recollections, share the secrets of Gennaro’s love aﬀair with Italian
food, and will inspire cooks of all abilities to taste the true ﬂavours of the Italian coastline. Buon appetito!
‘His talent for cooking and story-telling changed my life and food forever.’ Jamie Oliver ‘The man cooks
like an angel and no ordinary angel.’ Matthew Norman, Sunday Telegraph
Gennaro’s Pasta Perfecto! Gennaro Contaldo 2019-10-10 "There’s nothing Gennaro doesn’t know
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about pasta. He’s an absolute legend!" Jamie Oliver One of the most popular of all Italian dishes,
bestselling author and much-loved personality Gennaro reveals all of his tips and tricks for making the
best of the most versatile of dishes. Split into chapters for Dried, Fresh, Filled, Baked pasta and Sauces,
Gennaro’s Pasta Perfecto! includes recipes for lasagne four ways, pasta salads, classic minestrone soup,
homemade ravioli and perfect pesto, these are dishes that can be quickly whipped up for the whole
family to enjoy. An inexpensive staple that can be easily transformed into a luxurious meal, the
possibilities of pasta are endless – perfect for busy families and for easy entertaining. Join Gennaro on an
exciting Italian adventure, and discover both new and traditional recipes that will quickly become
household favourites.
Gennaro's Fast Cook Italian Gennaro Contaldo 2018-10-26 Full of enticing, authentic and, most of all,
quick-to-prepare recipes, Gennaro Contaldo’s new book demonstrates how to whip up a delicious Italian
feast in 40 minutes or less. From lightning-fast risottos to perfectly pronto pastas, speedy soups and
delightful desserts, these recipes showcase the very best Italy has to oﬀer, while requiring very little time
in the kitchen. Featuring food from all the major regions of Italy, these quick recipes really make the
most of the amazing fresh produce for which Italy is renowned. The result is delicious, nutritious food that
can be on the table in minutes – perfect for busy families or for easy entertaining. Beginning with a
handy guide to keeping your Italian larder full of the best ingredients to whizz up a speedy supper, the
book is split into sections covering Soups, Salads, Pasta, Rice, Meat, Fish, Vegetables, Sauces and
Desserts ensuring that you have a wealth of recipes at your ﬁngertips. From lemon-infused steam-baked
mackerel to classic pasta recipes and quick chocolate raspberry pots you can impress friends and family
with a stunning menu in minutes. ‘His talent for cooking and story-telling changed my life and food
forever.’ Jamie Oliver ‘The man cooks like an angel and no ordinary angel.’ Matthew Norman, Sunday
Telegraph
Jamie’s Food Tube: The Pasta Book Gennaro Contaldo 2015-07-02 Jamie Oliver's Food Tube presents The
Pasta Book, jam-packed with simple, seasonal recipes, plus all the need-to-know basics from Jamie's own
Italian mentor, chef Gennaro Contaldo. 'Enjoy this pocket-sized cookbook, full of incredible, achievable
pasta recipes, from the very basics to kick-ass dishes for any night of the week. Buon appetite!' - Jamie
Oliver Whatever your ability in the kitchen, pasta is often a staple mid-week supper. This book will help to
re-vamp your repertoire. It's full of delicious, simple, seasonal recipes such as: - Wild Rocket & Pecorino
Orecchiette - Summer Vegetable Cappellacci - Autumnal Wild Mushroom Tagliatelle - Wintery Game Ragu
- Gennaro's take on classic favourites such as Carbonara and Bolognese. If you really want to be
adventurous, there is always the option to learn about making pasta from scratch, but the recipes are
equally tasty with dried pasta.
The BBQ Book DJ BBQ 2014 Jamie has personally chosen his favourite subjects for this Food Tube
series, DJ BBQ's BBQ recipes fulﬁl Jamie's high food standards of quality, ﬂavour and fun. DJ BBQ's top
BBQ set up advice, cooking techniques and collection of exciting barbeque recipes will transform your
barbeque from entertaining to catertaining. Goodbye sad burnt sausages, hello Bodacious Burgers and
Rad Rum Ribs! DJ BBQ's smokin' hot recipes include: Cherry-wood smoked chicken, Bodacious burgers
and Classic Texan brisket, as well as Candied pork tenderloin, Kick-ass ﬁsh tacos and Grilled tomato
slabs.
Cook with Jamie Jamie Oliver 2006 Jamie Oliver invites you to Cook With Jamie.'I can't tell you how long
I've dreamt about writing this book. It's the biggest book I've ever done, and I've really tried to make it a
timeless, modern-day classic. Whether you're a student, a young couple, an established cook or a novice,
I'll take you through a whole load of simple and accessible recipes that will blow the socks oﬀ your family
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and any guests you might have round for dinner. There's information on the equipment that I think you
should have in your kitchen, advice on how to recognize and cook loads of diﬀerent cuts of meat, as well
as on how to get the best value and quality when you're out shopping. 'You know what ... if you're going
to eat three times a day for the rest of your life, you might as well learn to cook properly and enjoy it! So,
roll up your sleeves and let me help you. Now is the time for you to get stuck in and reclaim your
fantastic cooking heritage!'Cook With Jamie is the classic, bestselling cookbook by Jamie Oliver.'There is
only one Jamie Oliver. Great to watch. Great to cook' Delia SmithJamie Oliver's career started as a chef at
the River Café, where he was quickly spotted by the television company that made him famous as The
Naked Chef. He has since published a huge range of bestselling cookery books, including The Naked
Chef, The Return of the Naked Chef, Happy Days with the Naked Chef, Jamie's Dinners, Jamie Does,
Jamie's Ministry of Food, Jamie's Kitchen, Jamie at Home, Jamie's Italy, Jamie's Great Britain, Jamie's 30
Minute Meals and Jamie's 15-Minute Meals.
The Best Pasta Sauces Micol Negrin 2014-10-28 The ﬁrst cookbook to explore the best, most authentic
Italian pasta sauce recipes from a regional perspective, by food writer, cooking teacher, and Milan native
Micol Negrin. The culinary odyssey begins in northern Italy, where rich sauces are prepared with fresh
cream or local cheese: Creamy Fontina Sauce with Crushed Walnuts and White Truﬄe Oil; Parmigiano
Sauce with Fresh Nutmeg; Pine Nut and Marjoram Pesto. Central Italy is known for sauces made with
cured meats, sheep’s milk cheeses, and extra-virgin olive oil: Spicy Tomato, Onion, and Guanciale Sauce;
Smashed Potato Sauce with Cracked Black Pepper and Olive Oil; Caramelized Fennel and Crumbled
Sausage Sauce. In southern Italy, simple, frugal ingredients meld into satisfying and delicious ﬂavors:
Sweet Pepper and Lamb Ragù with Rosemary; Fresh Ricotta Sauce with Diced Prosciutto; Spicy Cannellini
Bean Sauce with Pancetta and Arugula. The islands of Sicily and Sardinia take advantage of the bountiful
seafood from the Mediterranean and game from the mountainous terrain: Pork Ragù with a Hint of Dark
Chocolate and Cinnamon; Red Mullet Roe with Garlicky Bread Crumbs; Rich Lobster Sauce. Negrin also
provides a primer on saucing the Italian way, the basics for handmade pastas, the key to cooking pasta al
dente, vital ingredients for every Italian kitchen, perfect wine pairings, and the best food shopping
sources around the United States. Complete with mouthwatering color photographs and detailed maps of
the various regions, The Best Pasta Sauces lets you travel to Italy without ever leaving your kitchen.
7 Ways Jamie Oliver 2020-12-01 7 Ways to reinvent your favorite ingredients with more than 120 new,
exciting and tasty recipes Naked Chef television personality Jamie Oliver has looked at the top
ingredients we buy week in, week out. We’re talking about those meal staples we pick up without
thinking – chicken breasts, salmon ﬁllets, ground beef, eggs, potatoes, broccoli, mushrooms, to name but
a few. We’re all busy, but that shouldn’t stop us from having a tasty, nutritious meal after a long day at
work or looking after the kids. So, rather than trying to change what we buy, Jamie wants to give
everyone new inspiration for their favorite supermarket ingredients. Jamie will share 7 achievable,
exciting and tasty ways to cook 18 of our favorite ingredients, and each recipe will include no more than
8 ingredients. Across the book, at least 70% of the recipes will be everyday options from both an ease
and nutritional point of view, meaning you’re covered for every day of the week. With everything from
fakeaways and traybakes to family and freezer favorites, you’ll ﬁnd bags of inspiration to help you mix
things up in the kitchen. Step up, 7 Ways, the most reader-focused cookbook Jamie has ever written.
Gennaro: Slow Cook Italian Gennaro Contaldo 2015-01-30 "Beautiful, classic recipes made with
passion, by the man who taught me everything I know about Italian cooking." Jamie Oliver Gennaro
shows you how to prepare good Italian food with minimum eﬀort by letting the oven or hob do the work.
Slow cooking draws out ﬂavours and softens the texture of food to create delicious, impressive, often
inexpensive meals with little fuss. There are casseroles and one-pots that slowly simmer to perfection,
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roasts that tenderize in the oven, soups that quietly bubble away on the hob, puddings such as
meringues and fruit compotes, and breads that bake to light perfection. Gennaro is a traditional, rural
Italian cook. He uses lots of inexpensive cuts of meat, as well as beans and pulses, which all beneﬁt from
slow cooking, so there is plenty for the thrifty home cook to choose from. This is classic Italian food, such
as Roast leg of lamb with baby onions, Rich Tyrolean beef goulash, Lasagne and Meringue with
zabaglione cream and custard, that takes the hard work out of preparing supper.
Passione Gennaro Contaldo 2014-10-09 Full of colourful and modern recipes that evoke Italian life at its
most enticing, PASSIONE is the ﬁrst cookbook from Gennaro Contaldo - the man who Jamie Oliver calls his
'London Dad'. Gennaro's passion for fresh, seasonal ingredients and his love of simple food is shared here
with the energy for which he is famous. Full of evocative stories from his childhood - free-diving for
oysters, foraging for wild mushrooms and bunking oﬀ school to go ﬁshing - it becomes clear that his
expertise has grown out of a lifetime's passion. Beautifully illustrated with photographs from his
childhood, as well as stunningly modern food photography, PASSIONE reveals the secrets of Gennaro's
own basic recipes as well as some of the best-loved dishes from his restaurant - Fillet of Seabream with
Honey and Vinegar, Lamb Cutlets with Mixed Herbs and Prosciutto, and Limoncello and Strawberry Ice
Cream - and lets Gennaro share his inspirational interpretation of how to cook and eat Italian food.
An American in Provence Jamie Beck 2022-11-01 Let Jamie Beck transport you to the South of France
with An American in Provence: part art book, part travelogue, part memoir, and part cookbook, and
perfect for art lovers, Francophiles, and armchair travelers alike. An American in Provence is a beautiful
collection of exquisite portrait, scenic, and still-life photography from wildly popular and award-winning
photographer Jamie Beck. Looking to slow down from her fast-paced life in New York City, Beck moved to
the French countryside documenting her life as “An American in Provence.” What started as a one-year
getaway became ﬁve as she continues to chronicle her life there through her photography on Instagram
@JamieBeck.co, including the birth of her daughter, Eloise, all in the most breathtaking way. In An
American in Provence, Beck shares her tips and techniques for creating incredible photos and details her
transformational journey as an artist and woman. Beck also includes farm-to-table recipes she's learned
along the way, including Braised Beef Stew, Spring Chicken with Herbs de Provence, Fresh Tagliatelle
Pasta with Spring Asparagus, and Lemon Meringue Tart. This stunning visual journey is sure to delight
anyone who wishes to escape reality and immerse themselves in life in Provence.
Jamie's Italy Jamie Oliver 2010-01-01 Explore Jamie's Italy - travel on a culinary tour with Jamie Oliver
Ever since working at the River Café for Ruth Rogers and Rose Gray, Jamie Oliver has had a serious
passion for Italian food. Now, ten years later, Italy and its wonderful ﬂavours continue to have a major
inﬂuence on his food and cooking. In Jamie's Italy, Jamie travels this famously gastronomic country
paying homage to the classic dishes of each region and searching for new ideas to bring home. The result
is a sensational collection of Italian recipes, old and new, that will ensure Italy's inﬂuence reaches us all.
On the menu is an array of magical ingredients and Mediterranean ﬂavours all combined in Jamie Oliver's
inimitable way. From Parma ham to Parmesan, from pannetone to panzanella, Jamie's Italy will transport
you to Italy or at least bring Italy home to you.'Brilliant, fabulous. The best of Italian cooking ... a truly
inspirational Italian cookery course, teaching you everything from perfect pasta to sensational sea food'
Daily Mail'There is only one Jamie Oliver. Great to watch. Great to cook' Delia Smith Jamie Oliver's career
started as a chef at the River Café, where he was quickly spotted by the television company that made
him famous as The Naked Chef. He has since published a huge range of bestselling cookery books,
including The Naked Chef, The Return of the Naked Chef, Happy Days with the Naked Chef, Jamie's
Kitchen, Jamie's Dinners, Jamie's Italy, Cook with Jamie, Jamie at Home, Jamie Does, Jamie's Great Britain,
Jamie's 30 Minute Meals and Jamie's 15-Minute Meals.
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Pasta Grannies: The Oﬃcial Cookbook Vicky Bennison 2019-10-17 WINNER OF THE JAMES BEARD
FOUNDATION 2020 AWARD FOR BEST SINGLE SUBJECT COOKBOOK Learn how to make pasta like Italian
nonnas do. Inspired by the hugely popular YouTube channel of the same name, Pasta Grannies is a
wonderful collection of time-perfected Italian pasta recipes from the people who have spent a lifetime
cooking for love, not a living: Italian grandmothers. “When you have good ingredients, you don’t have to
worry about cooking. They do the work for you.” – Lucia, 85 Featuring easy and accessible recipes from
all over Italy, you will be transported into the very heart of the Italian home to learn how to make greattasting Italian food. Pasta styles range from pici – a type of hand-rolled spaghetti that is simple to make –
to lumachelle della duchessa – tiny, ridged, cinnamon-scented tubes that take patience and dexterity.
More than just a compendium of dishes, Pasta Grannies tells the extraordinary stories of these ordinary
women and shows you that with the right know how, truly authentic Italian cooking is simple, beautiful
and entirely achievable.
Appetite Nigel Slater 2002 “If you decide to go through life without cooking you are missing something
very, very special. You are losing out on one of the greatest pleasures you can have with your clothes
on.” — Nigel Slater A chance comment spurred the heralded Observer columnist and wildly popular
cookbook author Nigel Slater to write Appetite. A reader asked “If you don’t give me exact amounts in a
recipe, then how will I know if it is right?” Slater realized the reader had so little conﬁdence in his own
cooking that he didn’t know what he liked unless he was told. Appetite is not about getting it right or
wrong; it is about liking what you cook. To help the everyday cook achieve culinary independence, Slater
supplies the basics of relaxed, unpretentious, hearty cooking, written with his trademark humour and
candour. Slater doesn’t believe in replicating restaurant-style theatricality to impress guests -- he simply
loves food, and his love is evident on every page. Slater covers the philosophies of cooking, the basics to
have on hand, and detailed descriptions of necessary equipment and ingredients. He tells you which wok
to buy (the cheap one), and why it can pay to ﬂirt with the ﬁshmonger. There are sections on seasoning,
a good long list of foods that pair well, and a large collection of recipes for soup, pasta, rice, vegetables,
ﬁsh, meat, pastry and desserts. These are straightforward, easy-to-make dishes adapted for the North
American cook -- every one a springboard to something new, diﬀerent and delicious. And with full-colour
photography throughout the book, Appetite is a feast for the eyes as well as the palate.
Jamie's Comfort Food Jamie Oliver 2017-09-26
Just a French Guy Cooking Alexis Gabriel Aïnouz 2018-09-06 French Guy Cooking is a YouTube
sensation with half a million subscribers. A Frenchman living in Paris, Alex loves to demystify cooking by
experimenting with food and cooking methods to take the fear factor out of the kitchen. He wants to
make cooking fun and accessible, and he charms his viewers with his geeky approach to food. In this, his
debut cookbook, he shares 90 of his absolute favourite recipes, some of which feature step-by-step
photography – from amazingly tasty toast and pizza ideas all the way to some classic but super-simple
French dishes. Along the way, he oﬀers ingenious kitchen hacks – a cheat's guide to wine, ﬁve knives you
need in your kitchen, the secret to brilliant ramen – so that anyone can throw together great food without
any fuss.
Jamie's Food Revolution Jamie Oliver 2011-04-05 Cooking good food from scratch is a skill that can
save you money, keep you healthy, and make you and your family and friends happy. What I’ve tried to
do in this book is pick a whole load of meals that we all love to eat and break them down to make them
as simple as possible. There are plenty of clear instructions and step-by-step pictures, so whether you’re
an accomplished cook or a complete beginner, you’ll be able to enjoy cooking and achieve great results
in the kitchen. This book is inspired by all the people I’ve met who thought they could never and would
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never learn how to cook. I believe that good home cooking is one of the most essential, fundamental
skills that every single person on this planet should have in order to look after themselves, their families,
and their friends. This food revolution is all about people learning how to make a recipe, then teaching
that recipe to their friends and family . . . if enough people do this, pretty soon everyone will be cooking.
So cook something today, then PASS IT ON!
Healthy Pasta Joseph Bastianich 2015-04-07 From the children of bestselling Italian cookbook writer
Lidia Bastianich—a wonderfully informative, easy-to-use cookbook with 100 recipes, all under 500
calories, that provide simple ways to make pasta an integral part of a healthy and well-balanced lifestyle,
even if you’re gluten-free. Having grown up with Lidia Bastianich as their mother, Tanya and Joe
Bastianich are no strangers to great-tasting Italian cooking. Today, the siblings both have illustrious
careers in the culinary world—writing cookbooks, running restaurants, hosting television shows—and yet
they are still faced with the question that many of us encounter in the kitchen every day: how can we
enjoy the pasta that we crave in a healthy and satisfying way? Here, the brother and sister have paired
up to give us that answer in 100 recipes, each under 500 calories per serving, that are as good for you as
they are delectable. Do not be fooled: this is not a diet book. There are no tricks and no punishing
regimens—it is just a simple guide to enjoying more of the food you love in ways that are good for you.
Using ingredients and cooking methods that maximize taste but minimize fat content, Joe and Tanya will
teach you what diﬀerent grains mean to your diet, how to pair particular grains with sauces, why betterquality pasta is healthier for you, the health beneﬁts of cooking pasta al dente, and how to reduce fat
and calories in your sauces. The recipes consist of regular, whole-grain, and gluten-free pastas, including
classics like Spaghetti with Turkey Meatballs and Linguine with Shrimp and Lemon, as well as new
combinations like Gnocchi with Lentils, Onions, and Spinach; Bucatini with Broccoli Walnut Pesto;
Summer Couscous Salad with Crunchy Vegetables; Spaghetti and Onion Frittata; and many more. All
under 500 calories! This book will revolutionize the way you think about pasta. Buon appetito!
Everyday Super Food Jamie Oliver 2016-12-22 Jamie's Everyday Super Food makes eating well delicious,
easy and fun No matter how busy you are, you'll ﬁnd that healthy eating the Jamie way is both simple
and achievable, making it super easy to choose exactly the kind of meals that suit you. The book is
divided into breakfasts (up to 400 calories), lunches (up to 600 calories) and dinners (up to 600 calories),
and every tasty meal is nutritionally balanced so that any combination over the day will bring you in
under your recommended daily allowance of calories (2000 women/2,500 men), allowing you to enjoy
snacks and drinks on the side. You can eat Smoothie Pancakes with Berries, Banana, Yoghurt and Nuts
for breakfast, Tasty Fish Tacos with Game-Changing Kiwi, Lime and Chilli Salsa for lunch and Griddled
Steak and Peppers with Herby-Jewelled Tabbouleh Rice for dinner, and still be healthy! Whether you dip
in and out of it, eat from the book Monday to Friday or use it faithfully every day for a month, it's totally
up to you. In Everyday Super Food, Jamie's done all the hard work for you - all you need to do is choose a
delicious recipe, cook it up and, most importantly, enjoy it. Every meal in this book is a good choice and
will bring you a step closer to a healthier, happier you. 'Packed with vitamins, bursting with ﬂavour:
irresistible new recipes from Jamie Oliver' Sunday Times 'The healthy recipes that helped Jamie lose two
stone' Sunday Times 'Our failsafe foodie of choice' Sunday Times 'Jamie Oliver is great - I'd put him in
charge of the country' Guardian
Mary Berry's Simple Comforts Mary Berry 2020-09-17 Find comfort with Mary's easy home cooking. In
this brand new tie-in to a new BBC Two series, Mary Berry shares over 120 of her ultimate food recipes,
all made simply and guaranteed to get smiles around your kitchen table. Mary's utterly reliable recipes
are perfect for days when you want tasty and dependable food. Come home to the delicious simplicity of
a Whole Roasted Squash with Garlic and Chilli Butter, or a warming Spicy Sausage and Red Pepper Hot
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Pot. Treat your family to Slow Roast French Lamb with Ratatouille, and spoil everyone with a decadent
Frangipane Apple and Brioche Pudding. Featuring all the recipes from Mary's new series, plus many more
fresh from Mary's kitchen, every single dish is accompanied by a photography of the ﬁnished food, so you
know exactly what you're making. Each recipe includes Mary's trademark no-nonsense tips and
techniques for getting ahead, and has been rigorously tested to make your cooking stress-free.
Cooking with Tinned Fish Bart van Olphen 2016-04-12 Combining the best ingredients, brilliant
recipes and top tricks and tips, Bart van Olphen (of Jamie Oliver’s Food Tube Network) demonstrates the
versatility of cooking with the ultimate store cupboard staple. Cooking with Tinned Fish takes you from
the pantry to the pan with tasty takes on tuna, salmon, mackerel, mussels and more! "Bart is my ﬁsh
hero - this book rocks! I'm oﬀ to buy some tinned ﬁsh." - Jamie Oliver Tinned ﬁsh is commonly overlooked
and likely not given enough credit – it’s delicious, sustainable and just as good as fresh! Tinned Fish
combines the best of both worlds: tinned ﬁsh and fresh produce. From simple soups and sauces to
sandwiches and wholesome meals ﬁnd over 44 recipes for Tuna, Anchovies, mussels, salmon, mackerel,
sardines, crab, cockles and herring: Tuna: tuna and tomato paste mille-feuilletuna, ailio, bacon and
avocado pitta, tacos with fresh tuna salad Anchovy: anchovies with gnocchi and sage, rib eye steak with
anchovy butter, anchovy and olive tart Mussels: mussel escabèche with roasted peppers, Spanish tomato
rice with mussels Salmon: Salmon tartare, salmon, leek and cream cheese tart, salmon spread, Mackrel:
peking mackerel, mackerel with stir friend vegetables and chili sauce Sardines: sardines with burrata
with roasted vegetables, sardines with conﬁt thyme and tomato Crab: crab salad with orange and fennel,
mushrooms with crab, garlic and Gruyere, plantain, crab and mango chutney Cockles: coqlade, and
zucchini and fennel soup with cockles Herring: cauliﬂower panna cotta with kippers, kipper kedgeree Find
these recipes and more in this beautiful and unique cookbook. So stop neglecting the ﬁsh in your pantry
and start preparing nutritious and fantastic meals with Cooking with Tinned Fish!
Jamie's Food Tube: The Cake Book Cupcake Jemma 2015-07-02 Jamie Oliver's Food Tube presents
The Cake Book, a collection of 50 deliciously inventive and exciting cake and cupcake recipes from Food
Tube's own Cupcake Jemma 'Split up seasonally, you'll have a wonderfully naughty treat to choose from,
whatever the time of year - this book is crammed full of brilliant recipes' Jamie Oliver ____________ As
owner of Crumbs & Doilies, one of London's most creative cake and cupcake bakeries, Jemma shows you
the easiest everyday classics alongside four chapters of show-stopping seasonal cake recipes. With stepby-step instructions alongside handy hints and tips The Cake Book is a beautifully presented collection of
recipes you'll want to bake time and again. Recipes include epic layer cakes and cupcakes such as: RASPBERRY RIPPLE - SUPER LEMON MERINGUE - RIDICULOUS CHOCOLATE - BLUEBERY CHEESECAKE BUTTERED POPCORN - COOKIES & CREAM - ETON MESS Have fun in the kitchen with this collection of
simple, delicious and mouth-watering treats. Discover more from Jamie's Food Tube series, including The
BBQ Book, The Pasta Book and The Family Cookbook.
Baby at the Table Michela Chiappa 2016-09-08 SILVER PRIZE WINNER OF BEST FAMILY COOKBOOK AT
THE MUMII FAMILY AWARDS 2017! Baby at the Table is a 3-step guide to making your favourite meals
their favourite ﬂavours Michela and Emanuela's Italian approach to weaning will have your baby eating
solid food and enjoying meals with the whole family by the time they celebrate their ﬁrst birthday.
Involving clever combinations of simple ingredients, no special kit, and under 15 minutes' preparation
time for each recipe, your baby will quickly progress from basic no-cook pur�es to interesting snacks
and delicious fresh meals eaten at the table. The 3-Step Guide: Baby: a foolproof introduction to their
ﬁrst steps in food - 6-8 months: enjoying a variety of ﬂavours - 8-10 months: exploring textures - 10-12
months: experiencing ﬁrst meals - clever natural teething solutions - 'masking it' tricks Toddler: happy,
healthy tummies for them and a stress-free life for you - ﬁnger foods - speedy lunchtime meals - travel
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and lunchbox solutions - quick-ﬁx snacks - tips on dealing with picky eaters Femily: feed your whole
family (baby included) one meal - recipes for Brunches, Speedy Dinners, One-pot Meals, Desserts and
Bakes - tasty Italian classics you'll return to again and again: Red pepper and super-bean Bolognese
Speedy cheat's pizza Fish pies in a mug Chicken pot pie Salmon and sweet potato parcel Chocolate
ricotta pudding - '4-ways-with' sections for porridge, pesto, eggs, jacket potatoes and leftovers - healthy
make-ahead meal ideas - how to get the kids involved 'How to get babies eating family meals by the age
of ONE . . . it's much easier than you think. A cross between a parenting guide and a cookbook. Simple
enough even for a child to understand. Full of recipes that the whole family can enjoy - baby included.
And they all take 15 minutes or less' Daily Mail 'A beautiful book packed with inspiration (and supersimple ways) to feed your baby well, all backed up with sound nutritional info, and most importantly,
celebrating the whole family eating together. Nice one girls!' - Jamie Oliver 'Family food, Italian style'
Daily Telegraph Look out for the Chiappas on TV with Welsh Italians on BBC 2, Michela's Tuscan Kitchen
on the Food Network and also the new Welsh Italians Christmas!
Jamie's Food Tube: The Pasta Book Gennaro Contaldo 2015-07-02 The fourth book in the Food Tube
collection is a brilliant set of essential pasta recipes, covering ten basics, from Classic spaghetti
carbonara to Ragù Bolognese, as well as forty beautiful dishes embracing each season, including Seafood
linguine, Summer vegetable ravioli and Pumpkin lasagne. Authored by Jamie's Italian mentor, Gennaro
Contaldo, who's been making and cooking pasta for more than 50 years, expect simple, easy-to-follow
recipes, using both dried and fresh pasta that you can even learn to make yourself. With beautiful
photography and lots of handy tips and suggestions to help you cook pasta to perfection, this book will
become your go-to guide for simple Italian suppers.
The Domestic Geek's Meals Made Easy Sara Lynn Cauchon 2019-04-23 The ﬁrst cookbook from YouTube
cooking show superstar Sara Lynn Cauchon, aka The Domestic Geek
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science J. Kenji López-Alt 2015-09-21 A New York Times
Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year
Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level
falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an
interior that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade
mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuﬀ, but far tastier?
How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works
every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these
questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes,
delving into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji shows
that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can achieve far better results
using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color
images, you will ﬁnd out how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two minutes, how to transform
one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole
ever conceived, and much more.
Simply Italian Michela Chiappa 2016-11-17 The very best of Italian cooking with Michela, Romina and
Emanuela in Simply Italian. 'Wales and Italy, family and food: for us, these four things are inextricably
linked and at the root of our upbringing. Whether at the family home in Wales or when we spend holidays
in the small hilltop village we are from in northern Italy, we have always heard Dad say that 'la tavola'
(the table) is the central focus of our lives. It's where we cook, eat and socialise as a family.' Michela,
Emanuela and Romina Chiappa grew up in Wales in the heart of a close-knit Italian community where
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food was always at the centre of family and social gatherings. Whether searching for porcini in the hills
near their parents' home, or making pasta for Christmas Eve with the whole family, to sharing food at the
annual Welsh-Italian summer picnic, the three sisters have been immersed in the Italian way of cooking
all their lives. In their ﬁrst cookbook they share their cherished family recipes, including all the pasta
dishes recently seen in their Channel 4 series Simply Italian. From snacks, soups and salads, to mains,
side dishes and desserts, Simply Italian brings you good, simple, fresh Italian food. Michela works as an
agent in a sports management company, as well running a coﬀee and pizza café in Cardiﬀ with her
husband. Of the sisters, she's the risotto expert and also loves to make pasta sauces. Romina works for a
luxury fashion brand is London, and loves to bake for friends and family. Emanuela runs an online
business selling bespoke homemade gifts for children, and works as a nanny. She loves to cook timeconsuming meals and entertain large groups.
Together Jamie Oliver 2021-08-27
The Dumpling Sisters Cookbook The Dumpling Sisters 2015-06-11 Over 100 deliciously fuss-free recipes
from The Dumpling Sisters' Kitchen. Amy and Julie Zhang have been entertaining and educating their
thousands of followers on Youtube with their recipes for deliciously easy homemade Chinese food - now
THE DUMPLING SISTERS COOKBOOK brings you more of the easy Chinese recipes and advice that those
fans have been clamouring for. Dedicated to and destined to be adored by every Chinese food lover, this
book is full of Chinese-food favourites, impressive sharing dishes and even sweet treats that have been
little acknowledged in a western understanding of Chinese food - until now. This is Chinese home cooking
at its best. The recipes are structured as to give a gradual introduction to Chinese dishes, beginning with
the simple; Best Ever Fried Rice, and working up to the more elaborate Cracking Five-Spice Roast Pork
Belly, and are interspersed with the insider tips and tricks that the girls' Youtube fans adore. There is also
a focus on Chinese culture and eating etiquette (for perfecting those chopstick skills), including sharing
menu planner and a guide to shopping at the Chinese supermarket. Amy and Julie write with wit and
gusto - they are the perfect cooks to take any food lover on a journey to discover real Chinese cooking.
Jamie's 30-Minute Meals Jamie Oliver 2017-03-09 Get your complete meals from kitchen to table in no
time at all, in the bestselling Jamie's 30-Minute Meals Make your kitchen work for you . . . Jamie Oliver will
teach you how to make good food super fast! Jamie proves that, by mastering a few tricks and being
organized and focused in the kitchen, it is absolutely possible, and easy, to get a complete meal on the
table in the same amount of time you'd normally spend making one dish! The 50 brand-new meal ideas
in this book are exciting, varied and seasonal. They include main course recipes with side dishes as well
as puddings and drinks, and are all meals you'll be proud to serve your family and friends. Set meals
include melt-in-the-mouth Spring Lamb with Veg and a deep Chianti Gravy followed by Chocolate Fondue
and a Mushroom Risotto with Spinach Salad and moreish Lemon and Raspberry Cheesecake. Last minute
lunch plans? No problem. Jamie's 30-Minute Meals not only includes stunning three course meals, but
also light lunches like tender Duck Salad followed by creamy Rice Pudding and Stewed Fruit. Jamie oﬀers
a tasty dish for every occasion and has written the recipes in a way that will help you make the most of
every single minute in the kitchen. This book is as practical as it is beautiful, showing that with a bit of
preparation, the right equipment and some organization, hearty, delicious, quick meals are less than half
an hour away. With the help of Jamie Oliver and Jamie's 30-Minute Meals, you'll be amazed by what
you're able to achieve. 'There is only one Jamie Oliver. Great to watch. Great to cook' Delia Smith
The Family Cookbook Kerryann Dunlop 2014 Jamie has chosen his favourite subjects for this Food Tube
series; Kerryann's Family Cookbook recipes fulﬁl Jamie's high food standards of quality, ﬂavour and fun.
Kerryann takes you from snacks to evening meals with advice for getting kids more involved in cooking
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and eating diﬀerent foods. With plenty of tips to get the most out of fresh, simple ingredients, Kerryann's
recipes show that it's more than possible to eat delicious food on a budget. Simple twists on meat, ﬁsh
and veg classics include: Homemade ﬁsh ﬁngers and minty smashed peas; Potato, chickpea and
cauliﬂower curry and Majestical mac 'n' cheese.
The Cake Book Tish Boyle 2006-05-01 "There's something magical about the process of makinga cake
from scratch, a process that transforms a few simple ingredients--butter, sugar, ﬂour, and eggs--into
culinary artistry." --Tish Boyle
Ultimate Veg Jamie Oliver 2020-01-07 This edition has been adapted for the US market. From simple
suppers and family favorites, to weekend dishes for sharing with friends, this book is packed full of
phenomenal food - pure and simple. Whether it's embracing a meat-free day or two each week, living a
vegetarian lifestyle, or just wanting to try some brilliant new ﬂavor combinations, this book ticks all the
boxes. Super-tasty, brilliantly simple, but inventive veg dishes include: · AMAZING VEGGIE CHILI,
comforting black rice, zingy crunchy salsa and chili-rippled yogurt · GREENS MAC 'N' CHEESE with leek,
broccoli & spinach and a toasted almond topping · VEGGIE PAD THAI, crispy fried eggs, special tamarind
& tofu sauce and peanut sprinkle · SUPER SPINACH PANCAKES with avocado, tomato and cottage cheese
· SUMMER TAGLIATELLE, basil & almond pesto, broken potatoes and delicate green veg With chapters on
Soups & Sandwiches, Brunch, Pies & Bakes, Curries & Stews, Salads, Burgers & Fritters, Pasta, Rice &
Noodles, and Traybakes there's something tasty for every occasion. Sharing simple tips and tricks that
will excite the taste buds, this book will give you the conﬁdence to up your vegetable intake and widen
your recipe repertoire, safe in the knowledge that it'll taste utterly delicious. It will also leave you feeling
full, satisﬁed and happy - and not missing meat from your plate. “It's all about celebrating really good,
tasty food that just happens to be meat-free.” Jamie Oliver
Gennaro's Limoni Gennaro Contaldo 2021-10-14 Ask a foodie about the Amalﬁ Coast and lemons
immediately spring to mind. The sweet, aromatic, large and thick-skinned Sfusato Amalﬁtano is the
extraordinary and delectable citrus fruit which Gennaro Contaldo grew up with. Lemons were and still are
a part of daily life for locals of the Amalﬁ Coast, and, when Gennaro came to the UK over 40 years ago he
continued this tradition. From a sliver of zest in his morning espresso to helping with minor ailments and
even household chores, lemons have a wealth of uses. No part of the lemon is wasted – ﬂesh, pith and
skin are chopped into salads, juice is drizzled over meat, ﬁsh and veggies, while the aromatic zest adds a
complexity to a dish's ﬂavour. Even the leaves are used to wrap meat, ﬁsh and cheese for extra ﬂavour,
or ﬁnely chopped and made into a tea infusion. Lemons can cleanse, refresh, preserve, ‘cook’ and add a
vibrant ﬂavour to dishes as giving colour and an uplifting aroma. From Ravioli with Ricotta, Lemon and
Mint, and Sicilian Chicken Involtini, to Lemon Biscuits, and Coﬀee and Lemon Semi-freddo, this is not only
a beautiful and inspiring homage to the most revered of fruit but Gennaro's most inspirational book to
date. Chapters are: Introduction – including The Amalﬁ Lemon and Lemons in the Kitchen; Small Plates;
Vegetables; Fish; Meat; Desserts; Drinks & Preserves; Sauces & Dressings.
5 Ingredients Jamie Oliver 2019-01-08 Jamie Oliver--one of the bestselling cookbook authors of all time--is
back with a bang. Focusing on incredible combinations of just ﬁve ingredients, he's created 130 brandnew recipes that you can cook up at home, any day of the week. From salads, pasta, chicken, and ﬁsh to
exciting ways with vegetables, rice and noodles, beef, pork, and lamb, plus a bonus chapter of sweet
treats, Jamie's got all the bases covered. This is about maximum ﬂavor with minimum fuss, lots of
nutritious options, and loads of epic inspiration. This edition has been adapted for US market.
The Cake Book Jemma Wilson 2014 Jemma Wilson from Crumbs & Doilies is the cupcake queen of Food
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Tube. Featuring four chapters of beautiful seasonal recipes, plus the need-to-know basics, this book has
all the essentials for amazing baking all year round. To watch Cupcake Jemma in action, check out her
videos as well as loads more recipes, tips and techniques from the Food Tube family at:
youtube.com/jamieoliver.
Jamie Cooks Italy Jamie Oliver 2018-08-09 Escape to Italy with Jamie's new cookbook . . . Jamie returns to
cooking the food he loves the most, getting right to heart of the Italian kitchen in his ultimate go-to
Italian cookbook. He shows you that truly authentic Italian cooking is simple, beautiful and achievable.
Jamie's Channel 4 series Jamie Cooks Italy is on every Monday at 8:30pm . . . ﬁnd all of the recipes and
more inside. _____________ This wonderful, best-ever collection of recipes, deliver on big ﬂavours and
comfort; a celebration of truly great Italian food you'll want to cook for yourself, your friends and your
family. From this week's episode . . . · PIZZA FRITTA is one of the oldest forms of pizza and the classic,
ultimate street food of Naples, stuﬀed with gorgeous ricotta, Parmesan, mozzarella and basil. ·
NEAPOLITAN STYLE PIZZA BASE, authentic, crispy, thin, ﬂuﬀy and delicate. · BEAUTIFULLY SIMPLE
DELICOUS TOMATO SAUCE with NEAPOLITAN TOPPING . . . AND JAMIE'S FAVOURITE BROCCOLI, CHILLI
AND SPICY SAUSAGE PIZZA TOPPING. · TUNA FETTUCINE found on the pastel painted island of Procida
with baby courgettes, sweet cherry tomatoes, pecorino and crushed almonds. · FISH IN CRAZY WATER. A
true seafood celebration and showstopper, aqua pazza is the ultimate island ﬁsh dish. Whole ﬁsh
poached in what the locals like to call crazy water. Simple, super tasty seafood. _____________ Featuring
140 recipes in Jamie's fuss-free and easy-to-follow style, the book has chapters on Antipasti, Salads,
Soups, Pasta, Rice & Dumplings, Meat, Fish, Sides, Bread & Pastry, Dessert and all of the Italian basics
you'll ever need to know. Jamie fell in love with Italian food 25 years ago. Now he's sharing his ultimate
recipes, a mixture of fast and slow cooking, famous classics with a Jamie twist, simple everyday dishes
and more indulgent labour-of-love choices for weekends and parties. VIVA L'ITALIA! Don't wait, order
Jamie Cooks Italy now, and be the ﬁrst to try food that will transport you straight to the landscapes of
Italy.
Gennaro's Italian Bakery Gennaro Contaldo 2016-08-08 ‘Gennaro is an incredible baker – bread has
always been central to everything he does. This is a great book – incredible food and full of Gennaro-style
passion’ – Jamie Oliver Making bread has always been a natural passion for Gennaro Contaldo. Ingrained
since childhood with memories of his mother’s weekly bread-making and visits to his uncle’s village
bakery, it is a skill which has followed him throughout his career as a chef. In this book, Gennaro takes
you onto a journey into the magical world of Italian bread and baking, giving you his secret tips on
making the perfect dough to create wonderful Italian breads for all occasions. And not only bread – have
you ever walked into an Italian panetteria (bakery) and marvelled at the amazing variety of freshly baked
goods? Not only ﬁlone, ﬁloncini, ciabatta, campagnia, panini, but also amazing focaccia, pizzette, biscuits
and cakes. Included will be Gennaro’s fabled focaccia made in diﬀerent regional varieties as well as
mouth watering torte salate (Italian savoury pies) using seasonal ingredients such as spinach & artichoke
oozing with fontina cheese for spring or escarole, black olives & anchovy for winter. There will be a
section of rustic pane dolce (sweet breads) as well as delicious crostate (sweet pastry tarts), biscuits and
traditional homemade cakes just like Nonna used to make. This book will be the ultimate in Italian bread
and baking – it will be your Italian panetteria bible where you will be able to almost smell that dreamy,
irresistible aroma of fresh baking as you ﬂick through the pages. Word count: 55,000
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